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FOREWORD

T

he year 2010-11 has been a year of consolidation for MGIRI. Some of the innovations in
machines and processes particularly in the domain of khadi, energy etc, received
overwhelming support from Khadi & Village Industries Commission (KVIC), Ministry of
New & Renewable Energy (MNRE) and other stakeholders. MGIRI is grateful to these
agencies for bringing these innovations to limelight and creating a conducive atmosphere
for forging ahead.
MGIRI’s efforts in creation of entrepreneurship in Vidarbha and elsewhere resulted in the
model : Rural Economic Zone (REZ). The interest shown by Ministry of rural development
(MoRD), various regional agencies and the media indicate that it is on the right direction.
MGIRI also ventured into field actions in certain difficult terrains affected by violence and
backwardness. It is hoped that the models emerging out of these experiences will be truly
path-breaking.
MGIRI’s dream of creating structures in the campus reminiscent of a growth centre for
Vidarbha has been partly realised by activation of units like Incubation Centre, Innovation
Workstation and Advanced Engineering Work Centre (AEWC).
The guidance and vision of Hon’ble Minister of MSME Shri Virbhadra Singh and the fillip
provided by the Secretary of the Ministry of MSME Shri Uday Kumar Varma, IAS have
helped MGIRI to define a roadmap for its march towards excellence.

Dr T Karunakaran
Director
July 9, 2011
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Chapter I

MGIRI MARCHES AHEAD TO MAKE ITS MARK

1.1

Introduction *

There has been a long felt need to create a mechanism that would provide high quality science,
technology and management inputs and support in a comprehensive manner to the khadi and
village industry (KVI) sector. Such a facility would strengthen rural industrialization, enhance
employment in rural areas and also help identify new areas with opportunities for the sector.
The establishment of the Jamnalal Bajaj Central Research Institute (JBCRI) in 1955 in Wardha,
Maharashtra, managed as a departmental unit by the Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) since 1956, was the first step towards achieving the above-mentioned
objectives. JBCRI had its roots in the All India Village Industries Association set up by
Mahatma Gandhi in 1934 in the same campus. The activities of JBCRI centred around research,
extension and training programmes for village industries like oil, pottery and handmade
paper. However, for various reasons, no major R&D project could be undertaken at JBCRI after
1976. KVIC then decided to stop the principal activities of JBCRI. The manpower was
redeployed and the remaining activities of JBCRI were taken up by the relevant Industry
Directorates of KVIC under its Science and Technology (S&T) schemes.
Several committees were also constituted from time to time to look into the working of JBCRI.
Based on their cumulative recommendations, KVIC decided in 1999 to revamp JBCRI, convert
it into a society (autonomous body) registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 and
has since been registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 as an autonomous body
and rechristened as the Mahatma Gandhi Institute for Rural Industrialization (MGIRI) in 2003,
following an announcement in the budget speech of the Finance Minister for 2002-03 that the
promotion of rural industrialization would be helped greatly through capacity building and
technology up-gradation in khadi and village industries. To help in this effort, it was proposed
to upgrade the Wardha Institute started by Mahatma Gandhi in 1934 as a national institute.
Keeping in view, the existing JBCRI, Wardha was revamped with the help of IIT, Delhi as a
national level institute under the Ministry of MSME in October 2008 called Mahatma Gandhi
Institute for Rural Industrialization (MGIRI) with a view to creating a mechanism to provide
the best possible science, technology and management inputs in a comprehensive manner to
the khadi and village industries sector, thus accelerating rural industrialization and enhancing
the opportunities of meaningful and productive employment in rural areas, empowering and
* Section 1.1 is entirely based on a note on MGIRI published by the Ministry of MSME in its Annual Report for the
year 2010 - 11.
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retraining traditional craftsmen and artisans and encouraging innovation and fostering
creativity in this sector.

1.2

Objectives of MGIRI

The main objectives implied by the first 5 clauses of the Memorandum of Association of the
institute are :
§

Upgrading and accelerating the process of rural industrialization for sustainable village
economy so that KVI sector co-exists with the main stream

§

Attracting professionals and experts to facilitate rural industries becoming globally
competitive

§

Empowering traditional artisans

§

Promoting innovation and fostering creativity in products and processes through pilot
study / field trials

§

Carrying out R&D on alternative technology using local resources for sustainable rural
development

The strategy adopted by MGIRI to realize the above objectives includes setting up linkages
with other reputed institutes of excellence, sponsoring projects in mission mode, providing
services to rural entrepreneurs, piloting projects and transferring technologies, conducting
specialized HRD programmes, resource survey, etc.

1.3

Roadmap for MGIRI

The Roadmap to be adopted for achieving the above objectives, according to the Cabinet
Committee that approved the 11th plan proposal include strategies following activities :
§

To set up a strong two-way linkage between MGIRI and the rural industrialists and
technical experts in professional Institutes so as to facilitate quick availability of modern
science, technology and management inputs for rural industrialization.

§

To create a science and technology hub for KVI sector by developing strong linkages and
interface with other Institutions in the field of rural industrialization.

§

To build a database of technologies available in KVI sector.

§

To facilitate setting up of rural industrial estates and clusters with necessary infrastructural
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facilities like power, specialized tool rooms, testing and marketing facilities.
§

To undertake and sponsor projects capable of giving substantial fillip to larger and
increased market penetration to selected products of village industry.

§

To promote innovation through pilot studies and field trials through research, extension,
education and training.

§

To conduct specialized human resource development programmes in generic areas such as
Total Quality Management, creativity and innovation besides, rural entrepreneurship
development.

§

To provide ‘training to trainers’ of the Centres of KVIC and Khadi & Village Industries
Boards of state governments.

1.4

Highlight of achievements during 2010-11

I.
MGIRI’s intervention during 2010-11 has made new model charkhas (NMCs)
potentially more effective tool through the following interventions :
§

the MGIRI solar charkha graduated from the national field trial exercise of KVIC to a
national pilot project stage and

§

the existing version of NMC has been modified significantly to produce yarn with quality
and strength comparable with the mill yarn thus achieving Bapu’s dream of improving the
strength of khadi yarn to the level of mill yarn.

The above directions of achievement have historic significance. When the yarn of the NMC
charkha becomes comparable to the mill yarn in quality and cost the yarn supply could be from
the village itself with roving provided by a Decentralised Sliver Plant (DSP) made possible by
community scale pre-spinning machines. For this MGIRI has worked out viable schemes.
§

MGIRI’s work on the NMC model has led to corresponding developments in the muslin
spinning sector and also has influenced the three fibre sectors: (a) traditional wool sector of
the mountain states (b) the silk sector in North Eastern etc regions (c) ethnic products like
Ponduru khadi.

§

MGIRI has also made significant breakthrough with the potential to impact the processing
sector (for example natural dyeing, kalamkari)

§

MGIRI has taken the significant step of web based delivery of designs to khadi institutions.
Details are to be found in Chapters 4.
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ii.
MGIRI has worked out solutions to the fundamental problems obstructing village
industrialization and has come up with certain significant directions in rural
industrialization models.
The two problems which it has sought to intervene are :
§

Empowering the enterprises related to crafts and other rural industries by adding power to
the hands of the artisans / workers through scientifically perfected power tools and Special
Purpose Machines (SPM) designed with the objective of bringing out products that could
compete globally in terms of quality and cost. Two such designs have been completed.

§

Since energy is fundamental in the above and also for the machines needed for the value
addition related rural industries and since most of the villages are starved of reliable energy
supply MGIRI has successfully created energy alternatives in a number of directions (in
addition to solar charkha). Typical examples are pulse processing (dal mill), packaging,
driving a potter’s wheel, driving a turn-wood lathe etc.

iii.
MGIRI has been able to come up with certain models of industrialization that have
found acceptance from a vast section of practitioners. The concepts like Agrindus, Rural
Economic Zone (REZ), Decentralised Sliver Plant (DSP) have in some sense reversed the
classical thinking and have the potential of influencing many future schemes.
By adopting micro / small industries approach Rural Economic Zones could be created in
small clusters of about 5-10 panchayats of about 50,000 population for creation of innovative
industries based on local agricultural produce and local ethnic skills. The activities being
organised at house level, hamlet level and cluster level for viability purposes result in a truly
optimal deployment of technology levels and using Common Facility Centres (CFC). By
adopting the Advanced Facility Centres (AFC) quality guidance and knowledge connectivity
and market connectivities are ensured. By planning the value addition and local consumption
of at least 50% the REZ are protected against market threats.
By and large, 2010-11 has been a year of recognition for MGIRI not only from various regions of
the country (for example Gujarat and North East both requesting for MGIRI’s extension
centres) but also from other ministries (Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of Rural Development) and other countries. It has been a year of MGIRI
winning the confidence of various organisations leading to considerable project investments
and nearly twenty collaborative activities during the current year. It has also been a year when
MGIRI achieved its dream of its networked functioning by becoming the operator of the
‘MGIRI - Interface’.
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Chapter II

MGIRI STARTS FUNCTIONING AS A HUB

2.1

The Hub Function of MGIRI

During the current financial year MGIRI has been able to forge ahead in respect of its
functioning as a hub as spelt out in the first two clauses of ‘roadmap’ statement vide section 1.3.

2.2

MGIRI Interfaces

MGIRI interfaces are conceived basically as a
network of advanced technical and management
institutions that agree to collaborate with it in the
process of providing S&T intervention to the rural
industries sector. These institutions will normally
compliment MGIRI’s resources and also help it to
reach out to all the regions of India. The process of
intervention will be through projects based on
specific rural industrial problems.

TBI

TBI

TBI

MGIRI
TBI

Since the definition of Rural Industries permit all the
technologies and all the industries as long as they
satisfy per capita investment limits and are located in
rural areas. But MGIRI has facilities only in certain
specialisations like khadi, bio & herbal, energy, craft
etc. Suppose a problem is posed by an industry in an
area (e.g. rubber technology) for which MGIRI has
no expertise MGIRI identifies a partner institute (say
one of the IITs) where the problem could be solved
by creating a short / medium time project. The role
MGIRI thus becomes that of a hub connecting
problem sector and the solution providers.
Historically ‘MGIRI-Interface’ network was created
in 2002 through the involvement of 12 institutions
including IISc Bangalore, 5 IITs, 3 NITs and 3 major
regional institutions. But since MGIRI was in the
5

TBI :
Technology
Backup Institution

TBI

TBI

Fig 2.2: The MGIRI Hub and Spokes Model

Box 2.2: List of 12 Institutions in

MGIRI’s Interface Network:
IISc Bangalore
IIT Mumbai
1
VNIT Nagpur
NIT Rourkela
BITS Ranchi
IIT Guwahati
1

IIT Kanpur
IIT Roorkee
IIT Kharagpur
2
CTAE Udaipur
3
NERIST Itanagar
NIT Calicut

Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology
College of Technology and Engineering
North Eastern Regional Institute of Science and
Technology

2
3

project stage the responsibility of coordinating the interfaces was discharged by the KVIC till
2010. Consequent on MGIRI starting its autonomous functioning with effect from October
2008 the question of transferring this responsibility to MGIRI itself was considered.
The General Council in its 5th meeting on 25-8-2010 resolved that the interface institutions,
which were already functioning through the help of KVIC, be brought under the direct
coordination of MGIRI and for meeting the financial needs on this count adequate funds be
made available to MGIRI treating ‘S&T Interface’ like a scheme.

2.3

Role of MGIRI in coordinating the interface network

MGIRI, assisted by appropriate committees, is responsible for :
§
§
§
§
§

selection of institutions
holding and disbursing funds
maintaining a database of problems
coordination / monitoring and
dissemination of technology

In all the above, MGIRI is expected to give priority to the problems of the KVI sector.

2.4

Fast-track mechanism for selection of projects

This will include inviting / accepting online proposals, e-mail based refereeing and final
selection based on direct presentation. The definition of R&D, the scope of the projects and
current are will be reviewed and notified from time to time to make the interface mechanism
effective for S&T intervention in the rural industry sector.

2.5

Interface institutions also to serve as a pool of resource institutions

Willing interface institutions together would serve as a pool of resource institutions which
could be called upon to provide, through the process of consultancy, S&T inputs to rural
industries to solve problems that are referred to them by MGIRI. These inputs could be in the
form of providing technical information (within two weeks), minor technical consultations
(within two months) and R&D supports of one to two year duration.

2.6

Institutions that could join the interface network

Besides the categories of national institutions mentioned in section 2.2 interested institutions
from a few more categories could also be considered – for example CSIR labs, institutions
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under TIFAC (Technology Information Forecasting & Assessment Council), REACH-CORE
(Relevance and Excellence in Achieving new help in Education Institute) (Center of Relevance
and Excellence), UGC centres of excellence, national institutions of specialized technologies,
professional institutions like IIM, NID, NIFT, reputed engineering colleges with commitments
besides institutions willing to partner on the basis of projects funded by themselves. Select
renowned specialists could also be considered as ‘one-man-institutions’ on very rare and
emerging topics. In such cases the circles of the figures in section 2.2 above could stand for
these one man institutions, or ‘specialists’. Certain KVIC institutions could serve as the
‘extended arms’ of MGIRI in its efforts of outreach.

2.7

Interface Advisory Committee

An Interface Advisory Committee (IAC) consisting of the following members guides the
management of MGIRI-Interface (including selection of the interface institutions, policy and
resource mobilization) :
(a) Director of MGIRI
– Convenor
(b) A representative of the Ministry of MSME – Member
( c) CEO of KVIC or his representative
– Member
On the suggestion of the Chairman, Executive Council in its 5th meeting on 2-7-2010 approved
the name of Prof P L Dhar of IIT Delhi as the representative of the Ministry of MSME.

2.8

Suggested definition of R&D projects

An ‘R&D project’ to be effective in the S&T intervention in sectors like khadi and village
industries has to be a project with the potential to :
(i) modify one or more of the factors (i.e. materials, methods, machine, man-power, moneyneed, management) related to rural enterprises through S&T intervention with a view to
solve their present problems or enhance its profitability, market viability, or employment
potential - either through hardware approach or software approach.
(ii) inject innovation, quality or productivity into rural enterprises to enhance their global
competence.
(iii) provide products / processes / software that are more or less immediately usable in new
directions of employment falling within the existing schemes or with a potential to inspire
new schemes.
(iv) enable an existing innovation to move nearer to the enterprise stage.
Note: Projects that deal with fundamental research without any immediate potential of
creation of enterprises will be discouraged. If a project is such that with a few years of R&D
efforts it has the potential to significantly influence certain rural enterprise directions then they
could be considered as special cases.
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Chapter III

EXPANSION OF MGIRI’s INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY AND INNOVATIONS

3.1

New laboratories

A number of new laboratories / workshops were
established during 2010-11 :
3.1.1

Khadi and Textile Division

The division was planned to have a complete set
of sub units to demonstrate ‘cotton to garment’
cluster concept. To the already existing units
related to sliver making, solar spinning,
weaving, dyeing, garmenting and finishing the
missing process namely ginning has been added.

Silk reeling machine

The division also has expanded its laboratories to
cover wool and silk (reeling etc) particularly for
testing and processing.
With a view to help in the development of newer
solar yarn based products a knitting section has
been added. Further to help MGIRI’s mission of
evolving an ‘intelligent design-friendly loom’
with higher productivity the division has added
a Rapier loom to the existing model loom unit
consisting of ‘TARA’, ‘Gramlakshmi’, etc.

Rapier loom

3.1.2 R u r a l C r a f t a n d E n g i n e e r i n g
Division
With a view to create a lead group of
entrepreneurs in Vidarbha region in five broad
directions of craft (terracotta, wood, bamboo,
jewellery and bag making) the Craft &
Engineering Division has augmented its A view of the power tool lab at MGIRI’s wood craft
& bamboo unit
workshop facilities. The two units namely
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bamboo craft section and power-tools section are new additions in this direction.

3.1.3

Energy and Infrastructure Division

The following three laboratories were set up:
i.

Solar energy lab with facilities for testing

ii. LED & Electronics lab and
iii. Testing lab for building elements

3.2

Universal testing machine in the building elements
wing

Audio visual studio

To facilitate creation of visual contents for high
end training material in multilingual format the
audio visual studio has been set up. The facilities
include high quality audio and video recording
and shooting with High Definition (HD) quality,
voice over dubbing, editing with sophisticated
software besides systems like Apple Mac and all
the associated processes.
In the same complex the Community Radio
Centre is getting ready for launch.

3.3

Inauguration of Audio Visual Studio by Secretary,
Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India (16-3-2011)

Innovation workstation

Though a major proportion of successful
innovations are through rural inventors the more
effective support system to transform their
inventions into enterprises is required. They are
normally hesitant to reveal their ideas for fear of
its being misappropriated.
The Innovation Workstation is designed to Shri Suriyanarayanan, a member of the Innovation
Workstation, was a recipient of President’s Award
provide a workstation for such persons where (2007) and similar award of Tamilnadu; was the
they could carry forward their ideas to inventor of ‘water burner’. MGIRI helped him to
perfect two of his innovations to commercial stage
completion in a secure and supportive
9

atmosphere. Here the inventor is neither
expected to explain the idea behind his / her
invention nor is required to put down drawings
or other details.
Besides knowledge support the rural inventor is
given a secluded work spot under his / her
control and is encouraged to bring in workassistants of his / her own acquaintance so that
he / she feels totally secure. Initially the person is
asked to pick up a part of the idea which is likely Padmabhushan Dr Vijay Bhatkar (left) examines
the ‘water burner’ developed by Shri
to reveal the technical feasibility in 2 to 3 months.
Suriyanarayanan (right)
This is in essence a period given to the
‘innovator’ to prove that he / she has something tangible to deliver and is thus worthy of being
supported by the scarce resources of the country. Most of the communications are recorded
and a committee of 3 persons relevant to the subject is made to take decisions about further
assistance.
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Chapter IV

MGIRI ON INNOVATION FRONT

4.1

Solar charkha moves to the pilot project stage

MGIRI’s solar charkha, reported in 2008, was demonstrated in more than a dozen Khadi Utsav,
Karigar Sammelans and similar national events. It was also exhibited in global events like India
International Trade Fair in Pragati Maidan, in November 2010 and DIREC 2010 (Delhi
International Renewable Energy Conference) in Greater Noida and International Renewable
Energy Expo in Chennai in January 2011 besides India International Energy Summit, Nagpur
in January 2011.
The overwhelming response from the artisan community provided encouragement to conduct
national level field trial of the solar charkha in the six states : Rajasthan, U.P., Gujarat,
Tamilnadu, West Bengal and Nagaland. This happened during April-May 2010 and led to the
conclusion that the solar charkha can enable a person to earn Rs 100 by working for about 7
hours on an 8 spindle NMC solar charkha – thus leading to a viable ‘green-textile’ concept.
It also implied that with a machine of larger number of spindles and with a battery backup for
more hours of work beyond sunset the earning capacity of a person could be further increased
thereby bringing in the possibilities of enabling a spinner not only to earn the minimum wage
as a skilled worker but also to compete with any worker in the mill sector.
The KVIC had decided on 28-2-2011 to authorise MGIRI as a technical agency to implement a
pilot project, involving 300 solar charkhas covering two selected states of India. The KVIC
sanctioned Rs 67.10 lakh for this purpose although it was anticipated that the cost structure
will undergo a change after Ministry of New and Renewable Energy decides on the level of
subsidy.
These pilot projects, it is believed, will create entrepreneurial models for production of ‘green
textile’ of globally acceptable quality.

4.2

MGIRI introduces radical improvements in NMC

MGIRI, under the KVIC sponsored project : ‘Improvement of tools and implements used in
KVI sector (charkha modification)’, has come up with an improved version of NMC with
significant reduction in torque for operating the charkha, improvement in the strength of yarn
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Features of the new deigns

Shri Uday Kumar Varma, Secretary of MSME
experiencing the reduction in torque (16.3.2011)

and increase in productivity.
It is expected that these improvements brought out by MGIRI will be incorporated by the KVIC
in its ongoing major programmes.

4.3
Solar chakki: opening the door of
agri-processing
MGIRI has designed and developed a solar dal
mill, which enhances the quality and
productivity of the existing home-scale dal mill
and reduces human drudgery.
Since the power requirement of the dal mill
(capacity 2 quintals / day) is very low, and is of
the order of 40 watts, the cost of solar panel
MGIRI Solar Chakki
becomes affordable – particularly with the
subsidies available under the Jawaharlal Nehru
National Solar Mission (JNNSM) program. Efforts are underway to reduce the power need still
further and to move on to higher capacities usable by Self Help Groups.

4.4

Solar power tools : a great beginning in the artisans sector

It has been noticed that many artisans might leave their traditional occupations unless steps
are taken to enhance their productivity. Adoption of scientifically designed tools / power tools
/ special purpose tools is considered to be unavoidable. A formidable problem in its
implementation is the shortage of quality electric power in remote villages and tribal pockets.
It has been noted, however, that most of the artisanal contexts needed higher torque (effort) for
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operations like cutting and splitting – while for a
significant number of intricate value addition
operations like engraving, polishing, dye
application etc. the power requirement is quite
low and thus manageable through solar panels.
MGIRI has developed a number of solar
operated power tools like gang-drilling for
wooden beeds, solar drills, grinders, polishing /
buffing machines, mini-cutters etc. for the
benefit of rural artisans.

4.5

Solar powered tools

Innovative web based services

4.5.1 www.ruralhaat.com
This web portal, launched by MGIRI in March
2010, supports rural enterprises by allowing
them to freely advertise their products. It enables
the consumer to contact the producer either
through SMS or telephone or through email by
using the portal as a medium. As a result of
campaigns supported by agencies like KVIC
nearly 600 rural enterprises have registered their
products in the website during 2010 - 11.

www.ruralhaat.com

4.5.2 www.greenkhadidesigns.com
A new website of MGIRI www.greenkhadidesigns.com developed jointly by the Khadi and
Textile Division and Management & Systems
Division of MGIRI helps trendy garment designs
and vibrant woven designs to be made available
to all Khadi institutions. Anybody can access
these trendy designs by registering with MGIRI
and getting user ID & password. Initial free
access to the designs is part of the plan to
encourage fabric and garment manufacturers to
appreciate the advantage of injecting designs
into khadi / solar fab.
www.greenkhadidesigns.com
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Features :
§ Free login / registration
§ Permits downloading of designs along with technical specifications
§ Trendy woven designs as well as garment designs
Note: An ambitious website www.udhyamisahayak.com has been developed by MGIRI for
guiding rural entrepreneurs step by step in all the stages of their enterprise development. This
website is under trial stage.

4.6

Miscellaneous innovations

4.6.1

Development of Innovative Herbal Products and Nutraceuticals

A number of innovations of Bio-processesing and Herbal division fall under the recently
emerging category of nutraceutical products. A few significant high tech tools have assisted
the process. One such direction is: ‘bio availability enhancement through nano techniques’
whereby items like curcumin are rendered into particle sizes of the order of nanometer (i.e.
10-9m). Some innovative products have been initiated with significant implications to complex
diseases in collaboration with certain national level research schools.
4.6.2

Six spindle NMC for desi wool

MGIRI has extended its earlier work on 2-spindle NMC based desi wool spinning to six
spindle NMC. It has also perfected the intermediate processes belani etc leading to production
of 4 Nm (Nm = New metric) to 11 Nm yarn from desi wool of H.P. and Uttrakhand. It has also
been proven that this wool blends well with cotton.
4.6.3

Modification of muslin charkha

MGIRI has modified the existing 6/20 Khagra muslin charkha of 500 Nm yarn to give nearly
25% more wages, reduced breakages and ease of operation. The reduction in yarn breakage
has been achieved by changing the specifications of the ring, improving the drafting system
and making the movement of ring rail smoother. As a result of the above and due to the
reduction in friction and torque the productivity has increased.
4.6.4

New textile products

The following products that were available till now only through mills have been
demonstrated in the context of khadi yarn or solar yarn produced by using NMC :
§ Melange yarn, Jaspe yarn, Grindle yarn
§ Hosiery products through solar yarn and
§ Garments with new textures using naturally colored cotton.
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4.7

Efforts in commercialization of earlier innovations

The 12 technologies that were developed, under the supervision of a core team of scientists of
IIT Delhi during the project phase (2001-2008) of MGIRI were continuously upgraded with a
view to make them acceptable in the field. The following achievements during 2010-11 are
worth recording :
§

The 100% biogas engine concept has been
made commercially viable by reducing the
cost of the ‘biogas engine kit’ from about Rs
25,000 to about Rs 10,000. Effort is on to
reduce it further. Mr Ravi Raut,
entrepreneur, has installed four of these
improved kits during 2010-11 in
Maharashtra state in dairy farms / big
farmer’s shed.

§

The home scale hank dyeing machine
developed through the efforts of Dr R B
Chavan (Khadi and Textile Division) was
further improved through the contributions
of the innovation division led by Mr Deep V
Varma and has become market ready. This
new design available in 2 kg to 7 kg capacity
could be further scaled up as per
requirement.

§

The bio-manure kit earlier developed by the
Bio-processing and Herbal Division has led
to the design of a portable soil testing kit
which is being field tested by the C-TARA
wing of IIT Mumbai. This low cost kit costing
Rs 12,000 can help the assessment of 4
physical parameters (pH, moisture %, water
holding capacity, total density) and 8
chemical parameters (total carbon, nitrate
nitrogen, available phosphorus, potassium,
calcium, magnesium, iron and zinc).

An engine fitted with biogas kit

Improved hank dyeing machine

Soil testing kit
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Chapter V
NEW MODELS OF RURAL INDUSTRIALIZATION

5.1

Introduction

The objective of reconstruction of rural economy will be realised only when rural industries
are created in large number commanding a considerable market share, exhibiting global
competence and designed to include people’s organisations like SHGs, artisan’s guilds,
farmers’ federation etc. They have to be compatible with the powers and visions of Gram
Swaraj and have to be enabled to face the constraints posed by the rural sector – be it
availability of power or other connectivity aspects. They should also have the capacity to face
the global ‘quality’ regimes.
Further since millions of nano enterprises falling under the category of unorganized sector
normally come under the purview of the Ministry of MSME innovative strategies will have to
be devised to nurture them by providing them niche areas for operation so that they could not
only survive but synergise with the activities at the level of micro industries and small
industries.
MGIRI has attempted to evolve broad frameworks that yield workable models for various
agro - climatic situations.

5.2

The AGRINDUS concept of MGIRI

The AGRINDUS approach advocates that agriculture and it’s related (value addition)
industries be considered as a continuum even though they might be subjects under different
ministries. This could be an important strategy that can help the Indian farmers to keep their
agri-enterprises alive. In fact the AGRINDUS strategy seeks to establish at least one level of
value addition within the village itself so that the incremental profit margins associated with
each step of value addition goes to enrich the village economy. The by-products / wastes
arising out of the value addition process helps creation of more industrial activities – for
example the seed from ginning of cotton becomes the base for oil mills or cattle feed units.
The first level process output could become the input to other industries manufacturing more
complex products. These higher level industries, if supported by feeder units as described
above, will need much less space and much less capital. For example instead of handling 100
tonnes of herbal biomass it may be sufficient to handle 100 kilograms of essence of the herbal
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bio-mass.
The AGRINDUS philosophy has become fundamental in almost all the employment intensive
directions conceived by MGIRI. When the village aims to handle more stages of the value chain
it needs another concept as described in the following paragraphs.

5.3
The concept of Rural Economic Zone (REZ) : A new approach to cluster
formation
A new cluster concept has been proposed by MGIRI for a geographical area consisting of about
5 to 10 panchayats with a population of about 50,000 and for a region of diameter not more than
20 to 30 km. It could be at the most a block if the diameter is not much. The concept is to make
economically relevant infrastructure that could be accessed without much effort / energy.
The concepts defining the cluster will be as follows :
§

The economic activities (production / services) will be built on the two basic capitals: agri –
produce and ethnic wealth (craft etc). The major industrial activities will arise out of value
addition to agri–produce. The outputs will be for local consumption or for consumption in
the neighbourhood or for export. The cluster will also have production / services related to
‘basic–needs’ namely food, shelter, clothing and essential services. The idea is that at least
50% of its products should target local markets.

§

The production / value addition chain will be spread across house level, hamlet / village
level and cluster level and by virtue of its decentralized nature the industrialization will
need much less land. In fact the capital investment component of the economic activity will
also be drastically less due to this style of organization.

§

The technology will be organized at three levels :
- to help value addition at house level
- to be suitable for Community Facility Centres (CFC) or village work-sheds normally
needed by SHGs, artisan guilds, farmer’s federations etc and
- to suit deployment at nodal centres of the cluster which serve as Advanced Facility
Centres (AFC) for the cluster

The technology levels and investment levels will necessarily vary at these levels – particularly
since higher investments are viable at CFCs and AFCs. This multi-level organisation helps to
optimize the overall cost.
§

Value addition is a vertical process moving from home level to village level to cluster level.
The final level of value addition and infrastructure for forward linkages will be organized
at the Advanced Facility Centre (AFC) located at the Nodal Centre or cluster HQ.
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Since it is a multi-commodity cluster there will be many CFCs.
Certain of the CFCs could serve more than one product also.
§

The Advanced Facilities Centre (AFC) normally serves as the provider of “Knowledge
Connectivity” to the cluster.

This includes:
§
§
§
§

linkages with technology centres for provision of technology guidance
Facility for planning, design, advanced training, IPR management, business linkage,
quality testing and guidance
Very advanced facilities common to the whole cluster
Environmental care aspects

In brief the AFC is to provide for filling the “perceived gap” between the rural infrastructure
and what is minimally needed for the running of industries / services with global level
competence.
The concept of REZ from various regions of India and from the media in particular, MGIRI has
undertaken surveys and studies in a few regions of India so that the typologies could be
brought out in a natural way. For example, building on the government initiative of allotting
1,750 hectares of forest to Lekha Menda village in Gadchiroli MGIRI has initiated work so that
this could be developed into an REZ capable of providing livelihood support to a cluster of
villagers in the Lekha Menda region. Similar studies have started in Wardha district, Amravati
district and in certain pockets of North East. Effort is also underway to use this framework for
cluster based decentralized industrial modelling in the Vidarbha and other regions.

5.4

Decentralized Sliver Plant (DSP) model

During meeting with several SHGs, NGOs and khadi artisans it was learnt that the quality of
roving and its price are not favourable to sustain the khadi spinning sector. In spite of the
existing 6 Central Sliver Plants (CSP) of KVIC the availability of roving is erratic and
inadequate. Keeping these problems in mind the concept of ‘De-centralized Sliver Plant’
(DSP) was developed by MGIRI with the encouragement of KVIC. The concept was also
proposed as a part of the employment generation plan for Amravati in which MGIRI, KVIC,
DC-MSME and DIC pooled their resources. Amrawati, being the cotton capital of Asia, offered
an ideal place to demonstrate the cluster approach model REZ of MGIRI.
For example, the pre-spinning block A in the diagram consisting of ginning (A1) and sliver
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making (A2) could be conceived of as one sub-cluster. Similarly the three activities :
- rowing to fabric (B)
- fabric to garment (C) and
- the support services (D)
could be considered as another sub-cluster in such a way that each becomes a micro-industry
and thus capable of being supported by schemes like Prime Minister’s Employment
Generation Programme (PMEGP).
MGIRI has introduced the new business models : Khadi Fashion Mart (KFM) and Solar Fab
Mart (SFM) as indicated in the diagram below. Each sub-enterprise (or a few together) could be
realised under the PMEGP scheme.
The marketing process (indicated as KFM & SFM in the diagram) will be the base on which the
backward linkages could be visualized as two sub-clusters. The possibility of the above
scheme being supported by 3 PMEGP loans for the employment of about 240 persons and the
availability of the needed machineries etc., along with the relevant feasibility studies have
been worked out by MGIRI for the consideration of KVIC.
The basic idea is to think of the path from cotton to garment in terms of decentralized cluster
stages as indicated in the diagram below :
E

A
A1 :
Ginning

B

C

Roving to
Fabric

Fabric to
Garment

A2 :
Lint Roving
Service Providers
D

K
F
M
To Market

&
S
F
M

KFM : Khadi Fab Mart
SFM : Solar Fab Mart

Schematic showing how the ‘cotton to garments’ cluster could be constituted by PMEGP units
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Chapter VI
A YEAR OF MAJOR COLLABORATIONS WITH KVIC

6.1

Overview

The year 2010-11 has seen a number and variety of collaborative projects between KVIC and
MGIRI. In fact the year saw 9 projects worth Rs 262.15 lakh completed and 10 projects with an
outlay of Rs 304.1 lakh either sanctioned or initiated. The year also has seen the KVIC using the
MGIRI as its major technological resource center. The following sections provide an outline.

6.2

National level field trial of MGIRI’s solar charkha leads to major pilot project

The KVIC, in recognition of the instant reception of MGIRI solar charkha by the artisan
community, sanctioned a field trial project at a cost of Rs 17.50 lakh.
Before launching the field trial in 6 states the commission standardised the solar charkha as
follows:
Panel capacity : 60 - 80 W; battery : 26-42Ah;
control unit : 10 A
Prime mover : 12V, 1500 RPM, PMDC motor;
NMC handle speed : 60 - 70 RPM
A review of the interim results took place in
KVIC, Mumbai during 8–9 July 2010 in which
Commission members, relevant khadi
institutions, manufacturers of khadi implements

Paho khadi cluster at Rai Bareily

Khadi cluster

Count

Avg. prodn of hanks / day &
hours of work
No. of hanks In hours

Paho, Raibereli (UP)
Limbidi, Rajkot (GJ)
Behrampur, Murshidabad (WB)
Kandanur, Karaikudi (TN)
Banskho, Bassi (RJ)
Dimapur – Muga Silk (Nagaland)

35
40
70
30
40
45

35
23
27
28
35
21

6.84
5.01
6.00
5.07
6.60
6.00
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Hanks /
day / 8
hours
41
37
36
44
42
28

Wages /
day in
Rs.
107
103
107
132
124
153

and representatives from MGIRI participated. It is clear from the above results that the spinner
can earn more than Rs 100 / day in an 8 spindle solar charkha running for 7 – 8 hours.
It also implies that with a charkha of larger number of spindles and with an exhausted battery
backup the earning capacity of a family could be further increased. Enabling a spinner even to
earn beyond the minimum wages is also not impossible. Once the wages become comparable
with the wages of mill workers the trade can attract more persons.
Outcome :
1) Replication efforts by KVIC
As a result of the above field trial KVIC was able to standardise the solar charkha and was able
to move forward towards a pilot project.
2) Replication efforts by individual groups
At the request of KVIC the Energy and Infrastructure Division of MGIRI helped establishment
of mini solar charkha clusters at Sarvodaya Ashram – Etah in UP, Samanvay Samiti,
Surendranagar, Gujarat and Gandhigram Trust in Tamilnadu. These have further stimulated
more private groups to set up mini solar clusters and also to think of commercial ventures
comparable in size to the KVIC - sponsored pilot projects.

6.3 Training on quality under the Asian Development Bank Project
Under the Khadi Reform and Development
Project (KRDP), KVIC requested MGIRI to train
775 senior artisans / officers in the modern
methods of quality testing of raw materials.
Although a total of 600 participants from various
khadi institutions in addition to 175 khadi
officials were expected to be trained under this
programme the following table on the next page
shows the actual implementation.
Trainees in the physical testing lab of MGIRI

The programme is being continued in 2011-12
also.
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Batch No.

Date

Number invited

Number participated

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

15-11-2010 to 19-11-2010
22-11-2010 to 26-11-2010
29-11-2010 to 3-12-2010
6-12-2010 to 10-12-2010
13-12-2010 to 17-12-2010
20-12-2010 to 24-12-2010
14-2-2011 to 18-2-2011
21-2-2011 to 25-2-2011
28-2-2011 to 4-3-2011
Total participants

50
54
50
51
50
45
55
40
58
453

25
03
46
25
42
24
09
14
23
211

Participation in the ADB sponsored training programme on testing of khadi raw material

6.4

Muslin revival project : S&T intervention

Under the KVIC sponsored R&D project: ‘Muslin Khadi - S&T intervention to revive
traditional manufacturing technology’, MGIRI has developed improved weaving and
spinning processes to produce 500 Nm Muslin yarn in the 6/20 Khagra model Muslin charkha.
S&T intervention under the project has made the spinning operation easier and also has
resulted in reduction of breakages. 11 artisans (weavers and spinners) from across the country
were trained to spin 500 Nm muslin yarn in Nabadwip Kutir Silpa Pratisthan, Nabadwip, WB.
The weaving process has been modified by introduction of new shuttle, picker and winder (see
figures below).

A new model muslin charkha

New shuttle picker
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6.5

S&T intervention in traditional techniques like jala, bandhani and kalamkari

The KVIC created a two year project at MGIRI entitled ‘MGIRI skill development centre – S&T
intervention for revival of traditional designing technology’ during 2010–11 at a cost of Rs
36.33 lakh. The aim was to revive traditional production techniques like kalamkari, jala etc.
through S&T intervention. The project also provides opportunity for introduction of modern
techniques like computer aided design.
§

§

During the 1st phase, traditional weaving
techniques like jala, tie & dye, bandhani were
revived through S&T intervention. 20 Khadi
artisans from 8 different states were trained
successfully in the above techniques. New
techniques like computer aided textile design
(CATD) and weaving on latest handloom
were made part of all the trainings with a
view to familiarize the khadi sector with
emerging ideas and techniques in general.

Bagru printing work

nd

In the 2 phase intervention into traditional
dyeing & printing techniques like kalamkari,
bagru, sanganeri and natural dyeing were
made with success in increasing
productivity. As part of introducing modern
methods the latest screen printing techniques
were introduced into the khadi sector.
Through the training programs 22 Khadi
artisans from 15 different khadi institutions
were trained.
Sanganeri printing work

Kalamkari

Bandhani Special Design
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6.6

Improving tools & implements in khadi sector through S&T intervention

6.6.1

The mainstream project

The first phase of this ambitious project, with charkha improvement as its focal theme, has
been able to solve certain historically significant problems. The details have been reported in
section 4.2.
6.6.2

Improving tools and implements under SFURTI

MGIRI undertook the responsibility of acting as the technical agency of SFURTI-backed amla
cluster in Pratapgarh, UP. Besides acting as a technology provider in matters like amla
punching, process choice, packaging, etc., MGIRI also acted as a management guide in matters
like preparation for export, ISO certification, publicity, web-based marketing, HAACP
(Hazards analysis and critical control points) etc. It moved forward to carry on certain
redesigns (for example a more effective amla punching device) so as to provide fillip to the
innovation spirit of the region.

Demonstration of amla based hair oil

Demonstration of amla based hair oil

6.7
Design and training inputs by
MGIRI to SFURTI cluster in Tripura
§

The SFURTI cluster implemented by
Tripura Bamboo and Cane
Development Center (TRIBAC) at
Gandhigram, Agartala was helped by
MGIRI in evolving innovative bamboo
products on jewellery and gift items and
in training 30 SC / ST artisans for this. A
two weeks’ workshop funded by

Bamboo new style earring | Mirror in Bamboo frame
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INBAR (International Bamboo and Rattan
Organization) provided the platform. The
products developed during the workshop
are branded under ‘Green Gold Bamboo
Jewellery’ and were displayed in
Birmingham fair 2010.
§

6.8

Selected workers also received training in the
bio-processing and herbal division of MGIRI
in the topics of panchagavya, mosquito coil
production, aromatic oil extraction etc.

Training in use of mosquito coil production

Herbal survey in 4 states for creating innovative clusters

To develop herbal health care & cosmetic product (HHCP) cluster, KVIC has identified four
districts in four states for survey. A team of Bio-processing and Herbal division of MGIRI has
undertaken the massive task of surveying these four districts. The aim is to find out the
potential of raw material, NGO etc for implementing the HHCP cluster project in the district
having the greatest potential.

6.9

Participation in KVIC sponsored exhibitions

The KVIC entrusted the responsibility of setting up the thematic pavilions for technology at
India International Trade Fair, New Delhi (14-11-2010 to 27-11-2010) and the Exhibition in
Khadi Utsav at Ahmedabad (6-3-2011 to 4-4-2011). The exhibition in Mandi, Himachal Pradesh
also highlighted MGIRI’s technology. MGIRI also participated in the Khadi Utsav organised
by the KVIC in Allahabad (March - April 2010), Lucknow and the month long Khadi Utsav in
the KVIC Head Quarter at Mumbai starting from October 2010. Salient details are presented in
Chapter VII.

6.10 Khadi Design Development Center at Ahmedabad as MGIRI’s extension
centre
A demand from Gujarat for a Khadi Research Centre as an extension centre of MGIRI led to the
KVIC getting a DPR made through MGIRI. The KVIC itself came forward to fund the
equipments needed for a Centre of Excellence in Khadi Design Development to be set up
initially in the campus of Gujarat Khadi Gramodyog Mandal (GKGM). The project is expected
to be implemented after the issues related to staffing is sorted out.
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6.11

DPR for RSIC on Biba in Akola

The proposal from MMGVSPM (Mungasji
Maharaj Gramin Vikas Shikshan Prasarak
Mandal) – Akola for an RSIC project on biba
(bhilawan) was referred to MGIRI by the KVIC.
With the incorporation of MGIRI’s technological
and managerial suggestions the plan underwent
drastic changes and led to a more ambitious
proposal to exploit the three items:
(i) Godambi
(ii) Bhilawan Shell Liquid (BSL) and
(iii) De-oiled shell

Primitive style of decortication of biba using stone
as hammer and ineffective way of protecting one’s
body from the oil splashed during the process
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Chapter VII

TAKING TECHNOLOGY TO THE PEOPLE

7.1

Participation in national and international exhibitions

MGIRI participated in a number of major technology expos at international and national
levels. Brief details are given below:
7.1.1

Participation in the India International Trade Fair, New Delhi

MGIRI participated in the India International Trade Fair (IITF), New Delhi during 14-11-2010
to 27-11-2010 occupying a prominent portion of
the technology theme pavilion of KVIC. A
number of dignitaries Deputy Chairman of
Planning Commission Shri Montek Singh
Ahluwalia visited the theme pavilion (14-112010) where MGIRI had displayed the ‘evolution
of charkha from takli to solar charkha’ [see Fig
7.1.1(b)].
Similarly MGIRI’s innovations related to energy
Fig 7.1.1(a): The Chairperson of KVIC Sushri
were displayed at the pavilion of Ministry of
Kumud Joshi is demonstrating the working of the
New and Renewable Energy. Both sections were single spindle Amber charkha to Shri Montek Singh
visited by a very large number of officials and Ahluwalia when the latter visited the technology
theme section of MGIRI at KVIC pavilion
entrepreneurs from India and abroad.

7.1.2 Participation in DIREC 2010 at
Greater Noida
MGIRI participated in the ‘Delhi International
Renewable Energy Conference’ (DIREC-2010)
during 27-29 October 2010 organised by the
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Govt of
India. Different solar applications were
exhibited in a vast ground in Greater Noida.
MGIRI had the unique honour of displaying a
number of its renewable energy based products
in a mock ‘Rural Energy Village’. The ‘MGIRI
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Hon’ble Vice-Chairman of Planning Commission,
Dr Montek Singh Ahluwalia at MGIRI hut.
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Fig 7.1.1(b) : The Charkha evolved from Takli to Solar Charkha to realise the livelihood dream

hut’ with its solar charkha, solar dal mill, solar
power tool, solar packaging machine, etc became
a great attraction. Prominent Ministers, MPs,
Institutional Heads, and eminent leaders,
scientists and Professors spent time at MGIRI’s
hut.
During and following the event, Collaboration
related enquiries were received from :
? UNDP
? GTZ, Germany
? Asia Carbon,

Netherlands
? RENAC, Germany
? Univ of Kassel,

Germany
? OAU, (Organization

of African Union),
Ethiopia, Rwanda,
Senegal
? R E E E P – T h e

Dr Suresh Kumar, Asst Secy,
Dept of Commerce, USA with Mr
K Ravikumar, Dy. Director of
Energy Division, MGIRI.

7.1.3

Renewable Energy & Minister for New & Renewable Energy Dr Farook
E n e r g y E f f i c i e n c y Abdullah along with UNIDO’s Director General
visited the MGIRI’s hut.
Partnership, Austria
? ACORE – American
Council on Renewable
Energy
? BASE – Basel Agency
for Sustainable Energy
? SEFI – Sustainable
Energy Finance
Initiative, Switzerland

M s Ve e r l e Va n d e w e e r d ,
Director Environment & Energy
Group, Bureau of Development
Policy, UNDP at the hut.

Afghanistan’s Deputy Minister, Programmes, Mr Wais
Ahmad Barmak discussing with Mr Deep Varma, PSO,
Energy Division, MGIRI about various energy innovations
and their potential applications to developing countries.

International Renewable Energy Expo and Conference 2011 (IREC 2011) at Chennai

During 14–16 January 2011, Tamilnadu Energy Development Agency (TEDA) organized an
International Renewable Energy Expo & Conference in Chennai Trade Centre. TEDA invited
MGIRI to participate in the program.
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Delegates from South Africa showed interest on
MGIRI’s products in IREC 2011

7.1.4

Former Chief Secy, Shri Dhyaneswaran making
queries about the filling machine in IREC 2011

First India International Energy Summit (IIES)

The first India International
Energy Summit 2011 (IIES 2011),
was organized at Nagpur by
Vijnana Bharati in collaboration
with the Ministry of New &
Renewable Energy, Govt. of
India and hosted by
Visveshvaraya National Institute
of Technology (VNIT), Nagpur
and by the Society of Energy
Engineers and Managers (SEEM)
during 28-30 January 2011. The
Energy Village setup by MGIRI
became a great attraction for Padmabhushan Dr Vijay Bhatkar
students and staff interested in examines MGIRI’s ‘solar potter
wheel’ displayed at the solar
innovation.
energy village (28-01-2011)

Dr Anil Kakodkar, Former
Chairman, Atomic Energy
Commission examining MGIRI’s
packaging machine (30-1-2011)

Prominent scientist like Dr Anil
Kakodkar, Former Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission and Padmabhushan Dr Vijay
Bhatkar, the brain behind India’s Super Computer PARAM visited the Energy Village and
inspired the inventors.
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7.2

Seminar / workshops / conferences

7.2.1

Industrial planning of Ashti block on the basis of REZ (Rural Economic Zone) model

30 social activists and scientists from North East, Bengal, UP, Bihar, Maharashtra, Kerala and
Tamilnadu gathered in Ashti block of Wardha district during 25-26 February 2011 to study the
possibility of setting up of rural industries and services in the region. The plan is aimed at
creating 1,000 jobs. Detailed report is being published by MGIRI as a model planning
guidebook.

REZ planning session in MGIRI

REZ planning related field work in Ashti taluk

7.2.2 Seminar on ‘Traditional Indian medicines and relevance of ancient knowledge to
present health care needs’
Prof Santosh Kar of the School of Biology, JNU,
New Delhi presented a research seminar. He
explained the successful use of nano-particles of
curcumin in curing malaria. He also indicated its
potential to cure cancer. The seminar concluded
that bio-availability being the basic idea the
possibility of new generation nutraceuticals
could be explored. It may be noted that the Bioprocessing and Herbal Division of MGIRI has
already linked this idea to micro-enterprises.

Prof Santosh Kar of JNU speaking on nanocurcumin

7.2.3 National level consultative meeting on
improvement in existing tools and implements in khadi sector (17-18 July 2010)
The consultative meeting was presided by Shri Bal Vijay (Chairman, Khadi Mission) and
prominent experts like Shri Manubhai Mehta (Chairman, Central Certification Committee of
KVIC), Shri Narendra Dubey, Dr Vibha Gupta and Shri Nripen Biswas participated. The
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meeting attempted to enumerate the appropriate package of community-scale-technologies
needed urgently to revive khadi in a region like Vidarbha.
A decentralised community scale approach to pre-spinning was suggested and MGIRI’s
approach of DSP (Decentralised Sliver Plant) as a possibility to augment KVIC’s CSP (Central
Sliver Plant) was appreciated. While supporting MGIRI’s idea of avoiding bale pressing the
team suggested soft pressing for local transport. The meeting also suggested standardisation
of Charkha with respect to tolerance, speed limits, materials, torque limits etc and extension of
all the above ideas to the case of muga, endi, eri silks and to various blends of yarn including
polyester, viscose etc.
The ‘intelligent loom project’ proposed by MGIRI was encouraged and revival of weaving was
emphasised. Eco-friendly processing and finishing techniques were also suggested to make
khadi user friendly.

7.2.4

Various other workshops and seminars

During the year, MGIRI has organised 13 workshops and seminars. A list of other seminars /
workshops organised at MGIRI are at Annexure I.

Dr C N Manoj, MD, Pelican Bio-tech, Kerala
speaking on ‘Wealth from prawn wastes’ (14-2-11)

7.3

Mr K P Murthy, Former Advisor of Mico Bosch led a
workshop on ‘powered hand tools’ (6-8-2010)

Training programmes

MGIRI organised 45 training courses during 2010-11. The full list is available in Annexure II.
These trainings covered 10,000 person-days benefitting 660 persons. Many of the trainees have
started micro enterprises. The details of about 60 of them have been documented by MGIRI in a
volume: ‘Details of Entrepreneurs created by MGIRI as on March 2011’.
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7.3.1

Typical replicable Enterprises promoted by MGIRI

Mr Ravindra Govindani, an engineer by profession, underwent MGIRI’s
‘Short Incubation Programme’ (SIP). He started Riphla Foods Pvt. Ltd. at
Nagpur to produce and market flavored soya milk and calcium rich “tofu”.
Under the guidance of Bio-processing & Herbal Division. The unit has a
production capacity of 2000 bottles per day. He is also launching innovative
nutraceutical products (like ‘nano-curcumin based milk’) with help of MGIRI
labs.

Ravindra Govindani

Mr Ravi Raut started Saicharan Urja company in 1996. He embarked on
producing kits that enabled conversion of diesel engine into 100% biogas
based engine (developed by MGIRI and IIT Delhi team during 2005-08). His
company aimed at reducing the cost of the kit from around Rs. 25,000 to less
than Rs. 10,000 which has been achieved. The cost of kit along with scrubber
unit costs less than Rs. 25,000. During last two years, he has supplied more
Ravi Raut
than 160 kits to different customers and had turnover of Rs. 8.00 lakh.
Normally the goshalas have been offering an ideal context for running the
biogas based power generator unit – an ideal power source for running micro level industries
at village level.
Mr Sanjay Prahaldrao Bagade from Amravati, after completing ‘Short
Incubation Programme’ (SIP) of MGIRI has established his company ‘Bagade
Solar System’ in Amravati with technical guidance from MGIRI. He started
the unit with his own investment of Rs. 10,000. He is manufacturing
innovative LED based lighting systems (Solar street light / garden light /
home lighting; Solar based chargers; Solar water pump) under the guidance
of MGIRI. His income is more than Rs. 25,000 pm and has substantial orders
on hand.

Soyamilk production Unit Riphla
Foods Pvt. Ltd.

100% Bio-gas based power
generator
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SP Bagade

Design of LED

Chapter VIII

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES IN PROBLEM REGIONS LIKE
VIDARBHA
8.1
Introduction : an approach to the development of regions affected by
extremism
MGIRI’s approach of community scaling of technologies has provided a strategy for reframing the processes and machines in favour of micro industries. These will suit the
decentralized habitat structure where SGHs, artisan guilds and farmer's federations can
venture into value addition of local agricultural / forest produce.

8.2
MGIRI’s attempt of innovative entrepreneurship in Gadchiroli district of
Vidarbha
MGIRI, with funding support from National Council of Rural Institutes (NCRI), Hyderabad
has initiated an innovative youth programme called ‘Development of societal
entrepreneurship’. 100 youths from a few most affected blocks of Gadchiroli district have been
identified for training in societal entrepreneurship.
The training programme uses totally new tools so that within a period of 3 months, the youth
are able to identify ‘dream projects’ for themselves either individually or in small teams. To
this extent the course is filled with extensive field visits, internship with NGOs, hands-down
experiences, ‘face the entrepreneur’ sessions and an exposure to entrepreneurial calculus
assisted by computer techniques in business. The course has much space for self discovery.

Youth from naxal affected blocks of Gadchiroli
attempting innovations in turnwood craft

Many products made out of forest resources by the
trainees
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The first training programme was run for 35 youth from Kurkheda and Korchi Taluks of
Gadchiroli for three months starting from 10-8-2010. The 2nd programme was conducted for 32
students out of whom 17 were from Gadchiroli district (while the remaining 15 were from the
North East region of India). The programme was for a period of about 2 months starting from
March 2011. Based on 4 programmes a standard curriculum will be evolved.

8.3

MGIRI’s initiatives in Amravati district of Vidarbha

MGIRI collaborated with DC-MSME and KVIC to come up with a cluster plan of industrial
development in Amravati district with a view to create sustainable employment in the
poverty-stricken pockets of the slum belt of Amravati. After an extensive study of the
resources and the market demands MGIRI suggested the ‘cotton to garment’ approach which
has the potential of being realized under the existing PMEGP scheme. To this end, it has
initiated a technology dissemination exercise in partnership with the Krishi Vigyan Kendra,
Durgapur-Amravati. In the meantime a garment cluster project has been initiated by the DCMSME using Amravati’s strength as a distribution market for ready-made garments. After the
garment activity achieves stability the situation is expected to be ripe to launch the ‘Cotton to
Garment Cluster’ project proposed by MGIRI.

8.4

Miscellaneous contributions to other districts of Vidarbha

Certain initiatives have been taken by MGIRI in the direction of industrialization in the
districts : Bhandara, Gondia, Chandrapur, Yavatmal, Akola, Buldhana, Washim and Nagpur
districts. The details are given below :
Name of district
Bhandara and
Gondia
Chandrapur

Yavatmal
Akola, Buldhana
and Washim

Nagpur

Activities
Collaborated in giving training in white coal
(briquetting) for the tribal villages Rengepar,
Somwada and Tinkepar
Formulated fly ash based products for
entrepreneurship. Also picked the problem of nonavailability of coarse yarn in the weaver cluster
Pandhurna
Helped formulate a ‘cotton to garment’ cluster
project as a Technical Agency
MGIRI has formulated a DPR for RISC under
KVIC to function in Akola and also proposed a
Mini Industrial Complex Model for the benefit of
biba artisans of these districts. Details in Ch 6.
Launched a few successful entrepreneurial
projects
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Collaborating agencies
India Peace Centre,
Nagpur

Panchayatiraj Ministry
and Pan IIT group
MMGVSPM (Mungasji
Maharaj Gramin Vikas
Shikshan Prasarak
Mandal), Akola

Chapter IX

IMPORTANT VISITORS

His Excellency the Governor of Maharashtra Shri K
Sankaranarayanan visited MGIRI (2-12-2010)

Shri Bal Vijay, former Secretary of Vinobha Bhave
visited MGIRI on 17-7-2010

Shri Uday Kumar Varma IAS, Secretary, Ministry of
MSME gets a first hand experience of the torquereduction achieved in the ‘modified NMC charkha
of MGIRI’ (16-3-2011).

Sushree Kumud Joshi, Chairperson, KVIC visited
MGIRI on 27-3-2011 in the picture she is seen
interacting with the youth of Gadchiroli undergoing
‘Societal Entrepreneurship Training’

Shri Hansaraj Ahir, MP (Chandrapur) and Member
of MSME Board addressing the ‘Societal
entrepreneurship’ event in MGIRI on 5-4-2010.

Scientists from the University of Burmingham and
University of Nottingham at MGIRI on 16-8-2010
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Chapter X

AUTHORITIES OF MGIRI AND HIGHLIGHTS OF MEETINGS
OF AUTHORITIES

10.1

Fifth Meeting of the General Council

The fifth meeting of the General Council of MGIRI took place on 25-8-2010 at Udyog Bhawan,
New Delhi. Shri Dinsha Patel, Hon’ble Minister
of MSME and President of General Council of
MGIRI chaired the meeting.
The primary purpose of the meeting was to
confirm the amendment to the MoA and
Byelaws that were approved during the 4th
meeting of the General Council on 17-12-2009. A
few other vital issues related to land, building,
budget and accounts of MGIRI were also
attended to. The activity plan for the year 2010-11
was approved.

The 5th Meeting of the General Council of MGIRI
in Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi

The meeting also endorsed the recommendations of the Executive Council on the basis of the
report by the Interface Advisory Committee (IAC) that 12 national institutions whose project
based functions as ‘MGIRI-Interfaces’ were thus far coordinated by the KVIC (in view of
MGIRI being in its project phase) will henceforth be coordinated by MGIRI itself. The phase-2
funding of interface project will be through MGIRI.

10.2 Meetings of the Executive Council (V,
VI and VII)
Three meetings of the Executive Council (EC)
took place during the FY 2010-11 and became
instrumental in many fundamental changes in
MGIRI. Among these the fifth meeting of EC that
took place on 2-7-2010 and the sixth meeting took
place on 17-8-2010 were preparatory to the fifth
meeting of the General Council which has been
described in 10.1 above. Both were presided over The 5th meeting of the Executive Council of MGIRI
in Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi
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by Shri Dinesh Rai, Chairman of Executive
Council of MGIRI and Secretary of the Ministry
of MSME.
The 7th meeting of the Executive Committee of
MGIRI took place on 16-3-2011 at MGIRI,
Wardha and was presided over by the new
Chairman Shri Uday Kumar Varma, Secretary of
the Ministry of MSME.
7th meeting of the Executive Council of MGIRI at

Important decisions related to MGIRI’s
MGIRI, Wardha
infrastructural aspects like guest house, vehicles
and administrative staff were taken besides budget, delegation of authorities, etc. The
Chairman emphasized that the essential aim of MGIRI should be to transfer innovations to the
field with a view to benefit rural industries sector and entrepreneurs. The Chairman also
instructed that special inter-ministerial meetings should be conducted at Delhi to evolve a
strategy for taking forward important MGIRI technologies like solar charkha.
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10.3

Members of the Authorities during the FY 2010-11

10.3.1 Members of the General Council of MGIRI
#

Name of member & Address

Role

Category

1

Shri Virbhadra Singh
Hon’ble Minister of MSME
# 168, Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi-110011
Chairperson
Khadi and Village Industries Commission,
Gramodaya, 3rd Irla Road, Vile Parle (W),
Mumbai-400056
Secretary
Ministry of MSME, Udyog Bhavan, New
Delhi-110011
Shri Saurabh Chandra
Additional Secretary & F.A., Room No 244,
Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi-110011
Joint Secretary (KVI)
Ministry of MSME, Udhyog Bhavan, New
Delhi-110011
Dr Renu S Parmar
Advisor VSE, Planning Commission,
Room No 252, Yojana Bhavan, Parliament
Street, New Delhi-110001
Dr T Ramaswami
Secretary, Dept. of Science & Technology,
Technology Bhavan, New Mehrauli Road,
New Delhi-110016

President

(Ex-Officio)

Vice
President

(Ex-Officio)

Vice
President

(Ex-Officio)

Member

(Ex-Officio)

Member

(Ex-Officio)

Member

8

Dr B K Sinha
Secretary, Rural Developmet
Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi-110001

Member

9

Prof Samir K Brahmachari
Director General CSIR & Secretary DISR
Govt. of India, Anusandhan Bhavan,
2, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110001
Mr Mohmd Haleem Khan
D. G., CAPART, India Habitat Centre, ZoneV-A 2nd Floor, Lodhi Road, New Delhi110003

Member

(Ex-Officio), (Senior / Principal
Advisor in-charge of VSE
Division of Planning
Commission)
(Ex- Officio), Officials of Govt
of India Secretary in the
Ministry of S&T or his
representative of rank not less
than Joint Secretary
(Ex- Officio) Officials of Govt
of India Secretary in the MoRD
or his representative of rank
not less than Joint Secretary
(Ex- Officio) Officials of Govt
of India Director General of
CSIR or his representative of
rank not less than Jt Secretary
(Ex- Officio) Officials of Govt
of India, D.G. of CAPART or
his representative of rank not
less than Joint Secretary

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

Member
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Member

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

Dr S Ayyappan
Director General, Indian Council of
Agricultural Research, Krishi Bhavan, Dr
Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi-110114
Mr Pradyumna Rameshchandra Vyas,
Director, National Institute of Design Paldi,
Ahmedabad-380007
Mr Somnath Ghosh
Chairman and Managing Director
National Research Development Corp.
20-22, Zamroodpur Community Centre,
Kailash Colony Extn, New Delhi-110048
Prof Samir K Barua
Director, Indian Institute of Management
Vastrapur, Ahmedabad-380015
Prof Surendra Prasad
Director, Indian Institute of Technology
Delhi, Haus Khas, New Delhi-110016
Mr J S Mishra
CEO, Khadi & V.I. Commission, 3rd Irla
Road, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai-400056
Prof P L Dhar
Dept of Mech Engg., IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas,
New Delhi-110016
Mr Damodar Acharya
Director, IIT Kharagpur -721302
Prof S M Ramasamy
Vice-Chancellor, Gandhigram Rural
University, Gandhigram-624 302
Dindigul District, Tamil Nadu
Dr V Prakash
Director,
Central Food Technological Research
Institute, Mysore- 570013
Dr S Devadoss
Director, National Institute of Fashion
Technology, Rajiv Gandhi Salai,
Taramani, Chennai-600113
Prof R B Chavan
Dream City Flat No. 701, Building No. 10
Samartha Swami Marg, Opp. Vijaymamta
Cinema, Nashik
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Member

(Ex- Officio) Representatives of
specialized institutions /
agencies or his nominee

Member

(Ex- Officio) Representatives of
specialized institutions /
agencies or his nominee
(Ex- Officio) Representatives of
specialized institutions /
agencies or his nominee

Member

Member

Member

Member

(Ex- Officio) Representatives of
specialized institutions /
agencies or his nominee
(Ex- Officio) Representatives of
specialized institutions /
agencies or his nominee
(Ex- Officio) Chief Executive
Officer of KVIC, Mumbai

Member

(Ex- Officio) Expert Member of
KVIC, Mumbai

Member

(Ex- Officio) Expert Member of
KVIC, Mumbai
Prominent persons / Scientists
/ Rural Industrialization
Experts - nominated by the
President
Prominent persons/ Scientists
/ Rural Industrialization
Experts - nominated by the
President (Ex-Officio)
Prominent persons/ Scientists
/Rural Industrialization
Experts - nominated by the
President (Ex-Officio)
Prominent persons / Scientists
/Rural Industrialization
Experts - nominated by the
President

Member

Member

Member

Member

23

Mr Deepak Tyagi, Chairperson
Sushila Gramodyog Sansthan, KD-16, Kavi
Nagar, Ghaziabad-201002
Mr Devendrabhai Desai
Secretary, Saurashtra Rachnatmak Samiti,
Rajkot, Gujarat

Member

Mr Gulam Hussain
Director, Kumarappa National Handmade
Paper Institute, Raminghpura, Sikaipura
Road, Jaipur Rajastan-302029
Mr Chandrakant Patel
Secretary, Udyog Bharati Gondal
Rajkot, Gujarat

Member

Mr B S Deshmukh,
Director, Central Bee Research and Training
Institute, KVIC, 1153, Ganesh Khind Road
Pune-411016
Dr Vibha Gupta, Chairperson,
Magan Sangrahalaya
Wardha-442001
Mr Ravindra Singh
CEO, Jammu and Kashmir KVI
Board, Old Secretariat, Srinigar-190001
Mr K K Aron
CEO, Gramodyog Bhavan, 8, Tilak Marg
Lucknow-226001
Dr Shanthini Kapoor
CEO, KVIB, Kurulagam, Chennai-600108

Member

32

Mr P K Parmar
Chairman, Gujrat KVI Board,
Gram Nirma Bhavan, Juna Wadaj
Ahmedabad-380013

Member

33

Mr Gajen Bora, CEO
Assam KVI Board, Chand Mari,
Guwahati- 781003, Assam
Dr T Karunakaran
Director, Mahatma Gandhi Institute for
Rural Industrialization, Maganwadi,
Wardha-442001

Member

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

34

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
Secretary
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Prominent persons/Scientists/
Rural Industrialization Experts
- nominated by the President
Representatives of voluntary
organizations /associations /
institutions - nominated by the
President
Representatives of voluntary
organizations/ associations /
institutions - nominated by the
President (Ex-Officio)
Representatives of voluntary
organizations /associations /
institutions - nominated by the
President
Representatives of voluntary
organizations /associations /
institutions - nominated by the
President (Ex-Officio)
Representatives of voluntary
org. /associations/institutions
- nominated by the President
Representatives of the State
Govt. from the related
departments / boards
Representatives of the State
Govt. from the related
departments / boards
Representatives of the State
Govt. from the related
departments / boards
Representatives of the State
Govt. from the related
departments / boards
Representatives of the State
Govt. from the related
departments / boards
(Ex-Officio)
Director of MGIRI

10.3.2

Members of the Executive Council of MGIRI

#

Name of Members & Address

Role

Category

1

Mr. Uday Kumar Varma,
Secretary, Ministry of MSME
Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi- 110011
Mr. J. S. Mishra
CEO, Khadi & V.I. Commission,
3rd Irla Road, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai- 400056.
Prof. P. L. Dhar
Technical Expert member of KVIC
Dept of Mech. Engg.,
IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi- 110016
Mr. Saurabh Chandra
Additional Secretary & F.A. Room No 244 Udyog
Bhavan New Delhi- 110011
Mr. Seshkumar Pulipaka
Joint. Secy. Min. of MSME, Room No. 275-D,
Udyog Bhavan. New Delhi- 110011
Prof. Anil Gupta
Indian Institute of Management, Vastrapur,
Ahmedabad-380015
Mr. Gulam Hussain
Director S&T, KVIC, No.3 Irla Road, Vile Parle –
West, Mumbai- 400056.
Mr. Raj Kapoor
CA, 23 AB Block, Dalipur Tower, 6 Sapru Marg,
Lucknow- 226022
Dr. S. V. Prabhat,
Chairman, NCRI (Ministry of Human Resource
Development, GOI) Hyderabad
Dr. Tapan Chakrabarti
Acting Director, NEERI, Neharu Marg, Nagpur
Dr. V. Prakash
Director,
Central Food Technological Research Institute,
Mysore- 570013

Chairman

Ex-Officio

Member

Ex-Officio

Member

Ex-Officio

Member

Ex-Officio

Member

Ex-Officio

Member

Nominated by EC

Member

Nominated by EC

Member

Nominated by EC

Member

Nominated by EC

Member

Nominated by EC

Member

Nominated from
the GC

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
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12

13

14

15

Mr. Devendrabhai Desai
Secretary, Saurashtra Rachnatmak Samiti, Rajkot360001, Gujarat
Dr. Vibha Gupta, Chairperson,
Magan Sangrahalaya,
Wardha-442001.
Mr. Somenath Ghosh,
Chairman and Managing Director,
National Research Development Corporation, 2022, Zamroodpur Community Centre, Kailash
Colony Extention, New Delhi-110048
Dr. T. Karunakaran
Director,
Mahatma Gandhi Institute For Rural
Industrialization,
Wardha – 442 001
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Member

Nominated from
the GC

Member

Nominated from
the GC

Member

Nominated from
the GC

Member
Secretary

Ex-Officio

Chapter XI

STAFF AFFAIRS

11.1

Staff orientation

Staff development process initiative during the
first year of probation (vide Annual Report 200910) was continued during the FY 2010-11 also.
While the focus of the first year was to expose the
staff to the rural and tribal pockets where the
rural industries are to be developed the focus
during the current year was to enable them
identify partners across the country who could
network with them to achieve the difficult task of
MGIRI staff visiting Go-Vigyan Anusandan Kendra,
rural industrialisation.
Nagpur (3 May 2010)

MGIRI staff interacting with the staff of VNIT,
Nagpur

11.2

Dr Krishnamurti of NEERI, Nagpur interacting with
MGIRI staff (3 May 2010)

Training in Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

MGIRI is taking a series of steps to train its staff in the practice of IPR. As a first step a one day
workshop was conducted on 8-1-2011 through the following experts.
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I) Mr Navendu Agarwal, (IPR Expert from
Netscribes, Mumbai)
ii) Mr Narendra Mehrotra, (Formerly Scientist
in CDRI, Lucknow)
The workshop analysed the IPR problems
related to MGIRI and debated on strategies of
handling them.

11.3
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11.4

Mr Navendu Agarwal from Mumbai and Narendra
Mehrotra, Retd. Scientist of CDRI, Lukhnow
conducting IPR Seminar in MGIRI (8-1-2011)

Staff training in Quality Control
Name of staff
Dr Adarsha Kumar Agnihotri
Dr Aparjita
Mr Vikas Chaudhary
Mr Mahesh Kumar
Mr Arvind Pandharpure
Mr Dilip Varma
Ms Kalpana Pantawane
Mr Anil Yadav
Ms Shital Sharma

Training on
1. Internal Auditor for ISO-17025 NABL
at TUV-SUD, New Delhi
2. Measurement of uncertainty in testing as per
ISO-17025
at NIST-BIS, Noida, Uttar Pradesh

Training of staff in Administration and Finance

The following staff were in aspects of Administration and Finance as indicated below :
#
1
2
3

11.5

Name of staff
Mr Ravikumar
Mr Manoranjan Patnaik
Mr Vikas Chaudhary

Training on
Results Framework
Document (RFD)

At
Vigyan Bhawan
New Delhi

Recognition, Awards, Responsibilities

(1) Mr Anil Kumar Yadav, Sr Lab Asst. won second
prize in the national seminar ‘innervate’ on 26-122010 for his paper ‘production of lactic acid from
renewable resources for poly lactic acid (PLA ) biopolymer’.
(2) Dr T Karunakaran, Director MGIRI was elected as
the Honorary President of Indian Social Science Mr Anilkumar Yadav receiving the prize
Academy. He will be presiding over the Indian
Social Science Congress at Wardha during December 2011.
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Chapter XII

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 2010-11

12.1

Financial statements for the year 2010-11

During the year under report, MGIRI received Rs 634.24 lakh from the Ministry of MSME.
Internal generation of resources was Rs 18.41 lakh. The total expenditure during the year was
Rs 503.83 lakh of which acquisition of assets was for Rs 109.85 lakh. There was an unspent grant
of Rs 149.12 lakh mainly due to delayed delivery of equipments.
MGIRI received a total grant of Rs 125.67 lakh for various funded projects spanning the period
2010-12. The expenditure out of such grant during the year was Rs 68.26 lakh.
Audited Financial Statement for FY 2010-11 is enclosed in Annexure VI. However, the financial
comparative position is highlighted in the page that follows :
#
A.
B.

Unspent Balance of earlier year
Grant Received (i) + (ii) + (iii)
For Regular Expenses
Assets Creation
VI Pay Additionality
C. Internal Revenue Generation
D. Total Funds Available (A) + (B) + (C)
E. Expenditure (i) + (ii) + (iii)
(i) Salaries and Allowances
(ii) Campus maintenance and
other expenditure
(iii) Department development expenses
F. Unspent Balance (D – E)
Outside Project Account
(i) Unspent Balance of earlier year
(ii) Grant Received
(iii) Interest from Bank
Total Funds available (i) + (ii) + (iii)
Less : Expenditure on Projects
Unspent Balance
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Financial Year
2010-11
0.28
634.26
500.00
84.54
49.72
18.41
652.95
503.83
185.71
178.50

Financial Year
2009-10
0.02
372.00
300.00
0.00
72.00
7.52
379.54
379.26
178.89
151.36

139.62
149.12
–
30.60
125.67
1.61
157.88
68.25
89.63

49.01
0.28
–
–
34.05
0.16
34.21
3.61
30.60

v/;k;

XIII

,efxfj esa jktHkk kk&fganh dh uhfr dk dk;kZUo;u

ea=ky; ds vkns'kkuqlkj ,efxfj esa ,d ^fganh vuqoknd* dh lafonk ds vk/kkj ij fu;qfDr dh xbZ gSA
13-1

,efxfj }kjk jktHkk kk & fganh esa fd, x, dk;Z %

1 jktHkk kk vf/kfu;e] 1963 dh /kkjk 3¼3½ ds rgr laLFkku }kjk tkjh vkns'kksa] fu;eksa] ifji= vkfn dks vaxzsth o
fganh esa izsf krfd;k tk jgk gSA
2¼i½ jktHkk kk vf/kfu;e 1976 ds fu;e 11 ds varxZr fu/kkZfjr izi= ;Fkk dk;kZy; esa iz;ksx fd, tkus okys vkod
¼Inward½ tkod ¼Outward½ jftLVj ds izk:Ik fganh vkSj vaxzsth esa rS;kj fd, x, gSaA
ii½ dk;kZy; ds lHkh ukeiV~V] lwpukiV~V] i='kh kZ vkfn fganh vkSj vaxzsth eas f}Hkkf kdcuk, x, gSaA
iii½ jktHkk kkfu;e 1976 ds fu;e 5 ds varxZr fganh esa izkIr i=kfn ds mRrj ,efxfj dk;kZy; ls fganh esa izsf krfd,
tk jgs gSaA
3 fganh iz;ksx laca/kh jktHkk kk foHkkx }kjk fu/kkZfjr okf kZd y{;ksa dh izkfIr gsrq gekjs dk;kZy; }kjk ^d^ ^[k^ ^x^
{ks=ksa dks vaxzsth ds lkFk&lkFk fganh esa Hkh i= Hkstus dk dk;Z tkjh gSA fnu&c&fnu vaakWadMs izxfr ij gSaA
4 frekgh ,oa okf kZd izxfr fganh fjiksVZ le;&le; ij Hksth tk jgh gSA
5 gekjs dk;kZy; ds 'ks k jgs 4 vf/kdkfj;ksa @ deZpkfj;ksa dks fganh dk dk;Zlk/kd Kku nsus gsrq vyx ls ^fganh
d{kk* ysdj mUgas fganh dk dk;Zlk/kd Kku iznku fd;k x;kA
6 lHkh lax.kd @ ySiVki ij ;wfudksM dh lqfo/kk dj nh xbZ gSA ;wfudksM ij dk;Z djus gsrq izsfjr djus ds lkFk
gh ekxZn'kZu Hkh fd;k tk jgk gSA
7 osclkbV f}Hkk kkesa dh xbZ gS rFkk lgh rjhds ls j[k&j[kko dh O;oLFkk dh izfØ;k tkjh gSA
8 oSKkfudh ,oa rduhdh 'kCnkoyh vk;ksx }kjk izdkf'kr *iz'kklfud 'kCnkoyh^ dh 10 izfr;Wak eaaWxokbZ xbZ gaSA
9 dasnzh; vuqokn C;wjks esa ^vuqokn izf'k{k.k* gsrq ^fganh vuqoknd* dk uke Hkstk x;k gSA
10 T;knk ls T;knk fganh&iqLrdksa ds Ø; dh ;kstuk gSA
11 vf/kdkfj;ksa o deZpkfj;ksa dh jktHkk kk fganh ds izfr #fp c<kus gsrq laLFkku esa ifjlaokn] dk;Z'kkyk] laxks Bh]
izf'k{k.k vkfn dk;Z fganh esa djus ds fy, izksRlkgu fn;k tkrk gSA
12 ,efxfj dh ekfld foojf.kdk ¼News Bulletin½ vaxzsth&fganh f}Hkk kk esa izdkf'kr dh tk jgh gSA ,efxfj dh
vaxzsth esa izdkf'kr foojf.kdk ¼tkudkjh iqfLrdk½ dk fganh essa vuqokn fd;k x;k gSA
13 bl laLFkku esa iz'kklfud in&l`tu izfØ;k/khu gSA vk'kk gS deZpkfj;ksa ds fu;fqDr ds ckn jktHkk kk fganh dh
uhfr ds vuqikyu eas o`f+) gksxhA
14 jk VªHkk kkizpkj lfefr] o/kkZ esa dsanzh; fganh funs'kky; }kjk lapkfyr daI;wVj ikB;dze gsrq fganh vuqoknd dks
vuqefr nh xbZ gSA
15 fganh ds fodkl ,oa izpkj&izlkj gsrq dk;kZy; }kjk fganh i[kokMs ds varxZRk fganh fnol] ifjlaokn] dk;Z'kkyk]
fo}rtuksa dk ekxZn'kZu vkfn miØe vk;ksftr fd, tk,axsA
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Chapter XIV

COMMUNICATION

14.1

MGIRI’s newsletters

MGIRI has brought out 10 issues of MGIRI newsletter during the current
year. The newsletter is circulated to 15,000 individuals / institutions and
has served as a valuable link with the khadi institutions and NGOs
dealing with rural industries.
The newsletter has the useful features of recent events and forthcoming
events and has many serialized features focused on technology
dissemination.
The newsletter has started serializing tough problems of rural industries
needing immediate S&T intervention so that individuals and institutions
with a potential of contributing to the solution could be brought together.
In the same way, the bulletin has started serializing innovative solutions.
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14.2

MGIRI’s FM radio

During 2010-11 the various sub-units of the proposed Community Radio Station of MGIRI
were completed. Mention has been already made in Chapter 3.

14.3

MGIRI in the print media

During the year 2010-11 coverage of MGIRI in the newspapers were as follows:

Sr. No.

Language

Occurrence

1
2
3

Marathi
Hindi
English

32 items
11 items
15 items

Many vernacular news items could not be kept track of. The collage of the most important
news clippings at the end of the present chapter provide a glimpse of the topics covered.

14.4

Coverage in the electronic media

Technology of solar charkha was covered in large number of channels. In particular it was
featured in the E-TV, Star Maaza, Lokmat IBN and Local UCN channels and rural haat in the
Star Maaza. Since the channels are far too many and since MGIRI’s participation in
international and national exhibitions were also numerous it was difficult to keep track of
coverage by the electronic media.

14.5

Communication through web media

The website of MGIRI has also been extended to inclusive Hindi versions. In addition, the following
websitesareoperating tocommunicate specificclienteleof MGIRI.(Detailsarein section 4.6).

Sr. No.

Websites

Clientele

1

www.ruralhaat.com

2
3

www.udhyamisahayak.com
www.greenkhadidesigns.com

Micro and small enterprises wishing to publish
their products through web
Rural entrepreneurs in the making
Enterprises involved with khadi/solar fab production
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Annexure I
LIST OF SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, etc ORGANIZED AT MGIRI

#

Name of the workshop organised

Period

1
2

Seminar on unlocking women power at Nagpur
National level consultative meeting on improvement in
existing tools and implements in khadi sector
Workshop on powered hand tools
Workshop on priority problems of KVIC needing S&T
intervention: consultative session involving senior
officials of KVIC and the scientists of MGIRI
Workshop on technological needs of rural sector (Hindi
Pakhawara)
Workshop on new ways of Marketing of Rural
Entrepreneurs www.ruralhaat.com
Workshop on identification of the problems of chemical
industries of Vidarbha region
Workshop on problems in local wool spinning
conducted at Himachal Pradesh
Seminar on IPR
Workshop on traditional Indian medicines and
relevance of ancient knowledge to present health care
needs
Seminar on wealth from prawn and coir-pith wastes
Workshop on Societal Entrepreneurship Development
Programme
Workshop on Ashti block visualized as a Rural
Economic Zone

1-7-2010
17–18
July 2010
6-8-2010
9-9-2010

Craft & Engg Divn,
MGIRI

21-9-2010

Hindi Cell

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
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Organisor /
Collaborator /
Co-ordinator
MGIRI
MGIRI

26-9-2010

Management &
Systems Divn
29-9-2010 Chemical Industries
Divn
23–26 Oct Khadi & Textile Divn
2010
8-1-2011
MGIRI
7-2-2011
MGIRI

14-2-2011
16-2-2011

MGIRI
MGIRI (NCRI project)

25–26
Feb 2011

MGIRI (NCRI project)

Annexure II

#

Led by
Division

Name of the training programme

Period

Man days
achieved

Beneficieries

TRAINING COURSES ORGANISED BY MGIRI DURING 2010-11

1

Craft &
Engg Divn

Product diversification & technical development
on natural lacquer turn wood craft
Product diversification & technical development
on khadi bags
Lacquer turn wood craft (Gadchiroli trainees)
Professional photography (Gadchiroli trainees)
Product diversification & technical development
on khadi bags (Gadchiroli trainees – girls)
Product diversification in terracotta products at
CFC of SFURTI pottery cluster Gadchiroli
Fashion jewellery on natural colour terracotta for
SFURTI artisan of Gadchiroli at CFC
Design and Technical Development workshop in
terracotta craft
Product development and diversification in
bamboo and use of new tools (Assam trainees)
Product development and diversification in
bamboo and use of new tools (Assam trainees)
Khadi fashion accessories / bags (Gadchiroli
trainees – girls)
Khadi fashion accessories / bags for female
artisans from Assam
Design and technical development workshop in
lacquer turn-wood craft
Entrepreneurship on production of Panchgavya
products
Entrepreneurship on Amino Acids production
from waste human hair
Entrepreneurship on flavoured soya milk and
calcium rich tofu
Entrepreneurship on panchagavya products,
amino acids production from waste human hair
Entrepreneurship on production of panchagavya
products
Entrepreneurship on amino acids production
based on waste human hair
Entrepreneurship on panchagavya products

1–30 Jun 2010

150

5

14 Jul–14 Aug ‘10

56

2

3 Sept–15 Oct 2010
5–20 Sept 2010
26 Sept–10 Oct ‘10

124
96
165

4
6
11

21–23 Oct 2010

165

55

7–22 Dec 2010

240

15

11–25 Feb 2011

450

30

15 Feb–15 Mar ‘11

203

7

15 Feb–17 Mar ‘11

310

10

25 Feb–30 Mar ‘11

374

11

1–15 Mar 2011

75

5

16–30 Mar 2011

450

30

25–29 Apr 2010

150

30

26 Apr–6 May ‘10

11

1

1–15 Jul 2010

30

2

17–21 Sept 2010

150

30

11–13 Nov 2010

12

4

15–17 Nov 2010

3

1

4–6 Jan 2011

30

10

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Bioprocessing
& Herbal
Divn
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21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Khadi &
Textile
Divn

38
39
40
42
43

44
45

Energy &
Infrastruct
ure Divn
Chemical
Industries
Divn

Entrepreneurship on flavoured soya milk and
calcium rich tofu
Entrepreneurship on Amla, Soya, Tamarind,
bakery & fruit products, Herbal, Panchgavya, and
Bio-fertilizers & Bio-Pesticides
Entrepreneurship on amino acids production
from waste human hair
Entrepreneurship on amla oil, chawanprash, amla
churana, squash and RTS etc.
Traditional woven designs & CATD
Auto texture & designs as per latest market trend
Auto texture & designs as per latest market trend
Quality testing of raw material QTRM

Mercerizing, natural dyeing and soft & stiff finish
technology
Dress designing & making for Gadchiroli
Woven design & CATD
Textile quality assurance testing
Muslin khadi – S&T intervention for revival of
traditional manufacturing technology (phase I)
Manufacturing of solar products like street lights,
home lighting systems training for Gadchiroli
youths
Entrepreneurship training on LED
Manufacturing of shampoo for SHGs based micro
enterprises
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17–22 Jan 2011

5

1

11–25 Feb 2011

750

50

19–25 Feb 2011

28

4

23–26 Feb 2011

80

20

8 Nov–7 Dec ‘10
30 Nov–9 Dec ‘11
13–19 Dec 2010
15–19 Nov 2010
22–26 Nov 2010
29 Nov–3 Dec ‘10
6–10 Dec 2010
13–17 Dec 2010
20–24 Dec 2010
14–18 Feb 2011
21–25 Feb 2011
28 Feb–4 Mar ‘11
5–16 May 2010

600
90
168
125
15
230
125
210
120
45
70
115
24

20
9
24
25
03
46
25
42
24
09
14
23
2

23 Aug–22 Sept 10
23–22 Sept 2010
23 Sept–1 Oct 2010
1 Nov–28 Feb ‘11

341
217
18
1320

11
7
2
11

14–24 March ‘11

70

7

30 Aug–30 Sept 10
2–3 Aug 2010

270
6

9
3

Annexure III
LIST OF NEW ENTERPRISES FACILITATED BY MGIRI

#

Division of MGIRI responsible

1
2
3
4
5

Bio processing and Herbal Division
Chemical Industries Division
Khadi and Textile Division
Craft and Engineering Division
Energy and Infrastructure Division

Number of enterprises (units)
At establishment Development /
Total
stage
Functional stage employment
11
340
1
2
19
12
2
23
5
9
23
4
6
68

Total

22

57

30

473

Annexure IV
PARTICIPATION OF MGIRI IN EXHIBITIONS /
ARTISANS’ MEETS / INTERNATIONAL EXPOSE

#

Name of the programme

Period

1

Khadi Utsav-2010 at Allahabad

8 Jan – 6 Feb 2010

2

DIREC 2010 at Greater Noida

27 – 29 October 2010

3

Wardha Vardhan at Magan Sangrahaliya, Wardha

4 – 10 Dec 2010

5

International Renewable Energy Expo & Conference 2011 at Chennai 14 – 16 Jan 2011

4

1st India International Energy Summit (IIES), Nagpur

28 – 30 January 2011

7

‘Khadi Utsav 2011’ at Ahmedabad

6 March – 4 April ‘11

6

‘Khadi Utsav’ at Mandi, Himachal Pradesh

3 – 14 April 2011
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Annexure V
PARTICIPATION OF MGIRI STAFF IN SEMINARS /
CONFERENCES AND DETAILS OF PAPERS PRESENTED

#

Member

Name of the programme

Research paper presented
‘Entrepreneurship possibilities using
Panchagavvya’

Mr J A Chhangani
and Mrs Sudha
Tiwari

Workshop on ‘Establishment of
Kamdhenu Vishwavidyalay’
organized by Govt. of
Chhatisgarh, Raipur on 24-4-10
India International Energy
Summit-2010 organized by
Vigyan-Bharti in collaboration
with MNRE, Govt of India

1

2

3

Mr J A Chhangani

4

Mrs Sudha Tiwari

5

Dr A K Agnihotri

6

Mrs Shital Sharma

7

8

9
Dr T Karunakaran
10

11

Organising Committee Members

‘Development, standardization of
cow dung based polyherbal face pack
and evaluation of its antimicrobial
activity’
‘Development, standardization of
polyherbal red tooth-powder fortified
with Goghruta and evaluation of its
4th World Ayurveda Congress,
antimicrobial activity’
Bangalore 10-13 December 2010
Poster on ‘Pharmacognostic
evaluation of an important drug
‘Safed Musali’ along with its possible
adulterant and substitutes’
Poster on ‘New methods for
quantifycation of Calcium gluconate
by HPTLC’
Towards workable models of Nai
A two day convention on Nai
Talim by NCRI, Delhi on 28-29 Talim (Theme address)
August 2010
A bio-vision of waste to wealth
Bio-energy from waste : green
(Inaugural key note address)
chemistry intervention by
NEERI, Nagpur on 25-12-2010
Entrepreneurship development Entrepreneurship with a vision
(Key note address)
planning at Vigyan Ashram,
Pune 3 January 2011
Sustainable development vision that
National workshop on Indian
could stabilise the blacksmiths
Blacksimthy, Bardoli on 20
(Theme address)
January 2011
The E F Schumacher memorial Rural industrialization for social
transformation (Memorial Lecture)
extension lecture by Nagpur
University on 4 March 2011
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Annexure VI
AUDITED STATEMENT OF FINANCE FOR FY 2010-11
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